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Let n 3 k 3 f be positive integers, and let 0 be a set of n elements. Let C(n, k, t) 
denote the number of k-tuples of 8 in a minimal system of k-tuples such that every 
t-tuple is contained in at least one k-tuple of the system. C(n, k, f) has been deter- 
mined in all cases for which C(n, k, t) Q 3(t + 1)/2 [W. H. Mills, Ars Combinatoria 8 
(1979) 199-3153. C(n, k, t) is determined in the case 3(f+ 1)/Z < C(n, k, t)< 
3(t + 2)/z. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be a set of n elements, i.e. IQ/ = n, and n 2 k 2 t be positive 
integers. A family F= {B,, B, ,..., B,}, B, c Q, lBil = k, i< m with the 
property that every t-subset of 52 is contained in at least one Bi is called 
(n, k, t)-covering, and its elements are called blocks. Let C(n, k, t) denote 
the smallest integer m such that there exists an (n, k, t)-covering (called 
covering design, optimal covering, (n, k, t) system etc.) having m blocks. 
For (a1 ,..., aP> c Q, GE F let G(a, ,..., a,,) denote the number of blocks of G 
containing { a1 ,..., aD}; i.e., 
G(a, ,..., a,)=I{BjeG: {a1 ,..., aP}zBi}I. 
Now consider those Big F that contain (a,,..., ap}, p < t, and remove 
{ a1 ,..., M,> from them and from Q. This gives a family of (k -p)-tuples that 
covers all (t -p)-tuples of a set of n-p elements, and since C(n, k, t) B 
t+ 1 for n>k [l] then 
Flu l,.", %)2C(n-p,k-p, t-p)>t-p+ 1. (1) 
If p > t then ( 1) is obvious. Usually (1) is used if p = 1: for every CI E 52 
F(a)>C(n-l,k-l,t-1). 
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Summing (2) over all ~~52 one obtains (cf. [3]): 
C(n, k, t) > rnC(n - 1, k- 1, t - 1)/k], (3) 
where [xl denotes the smallest integer that is at least x. 
An interesting line of investigation of the function C(n, k, t) has been 
introduced in [ 11. The author considers the set P,,, = {(n, k): 
C(n, k, t) < m }, and shows that in P,,, there is a pair with n/k maximal. 
The notation Z-,,,f has been introduced for this maximal ratio. Thus if n/k > 
f,,,, then C(n, k, t) > m. The following theorems have also been proved: 
THEOREM 1 (Mills [ 11). Let n, k, t, m be integers such that n > k > 
t 2 1, m < 3t, and either 
(a) n/k>(3t+3-m)/(3t+ 1 -m), or 
(b) there exist integers v, w such that 
n=(3t+3-m)v+~+l, k = (3t + 1 - m)u + w, w<t-1. 
Then C(n, k, t) > m. 
THEOREM 2 (Mills[ 11). If m and t are positive integers such that 
t<m<3(t+1)/2 then r,,,=(3t+3-m)/(3t+l-m). 
These theorems give a complete description of the ordered pairs (n, k) 
for which C(n, k, t) = m, t + 1 <m < 3(t + 1)/2. In the present paper we 
determine the pairs (n, k) such that C(n, k, t) = m, where 3(t + 1)/2 < m < 
3( t + 2)/2. 
2. OPTIMAL COVERINGS 
THEOREM 3. Let n > k Z 2s 2 2, v, w, z be nonnegative integers. 
(a) If n/k < (9s - 1)/(9s - 7), (n, k) # ((9s - 1)~ + w + z, (9s - 7) 
v+w), where ZE (1, 3, 5}, (9x-7)z/6<w<((9s--7)z+3s-5)/6, then 
C(n, k, 2s- l)d3s+ 1. 
(8) ~~erm/k~(6s+3)/(6s-1), (n,k)#((6s+3)v+w+z, (63-l) 
u+w), z~{1,3}, (6s-1)z/4~w~((6s-l)z+2s-3)/4, then 
C(n, k, 2s) < 3s + 2. 
(y) Zf n/k<(3s+1)/(3s-l), (n,k)#((3s+l)v+w+l, (3s-1) 
o + w), where w < 2s - 2, then C(n, k, 2s) < 3s + 3. 
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Proof: It is shown in [l] that if n 3 k > t 3 1, m, r are nonnegative 
integers then 
C(nm + r, km + r, t) 6 C(n, k, t). (4) 
(CI) Let D be the disjoint union of the sets A;, A,2 ,..., A:, i= l,..., s- 1, 
A;, A;,..., A,8 (Aj # 0, A{n A? = 0). Let 
B;=SZ\(A;uA~uA~uAjuA~uA~), i=l )...) s - 1, 
BI’=Q\(Ai’uA;uA;uA~uA;uA~), i= l,..., s- 1, 
B(“=Q\(A~~A~~A~~A~~A+JA~), i= I,..., s- 1, 
B,=Q\(A~uA,~uA,~uA,~uA,~uA~), 
B,=~\(A,‘uA,ZUA~UA,~UA,~UA,~), 
B,=Q\(A~uA~uA,~uA,~uA~uA,~), 
B,=~\(A,2uA~uA~uA~uA~uA,s). 
The sets BI, Bf, B:“, i = l,..., s-l, B,, B,, B,, B,cover all (2s-1)-tuples 
of 0, i.e., every (2s - 1 )-tuple is contained in one of them. Suppose that 
A t 0 is not covered. Then A contains elements from at least two of the 
sets A,! ,..., A:, i<s- 1, and at least two of the sets A<,j<8. Thus IAl 22s. 
Now we write k = (9s- 7)~ + W, where u, w are nonnegative integers, 
w < 9s - 8. Since n/k 6 (9s - 1)/(9s - 7) then n 6 (9s - 1 )v + w + z, where 
z = [6w/(9s - 7)] ([xl denotes the greates integer not greater than x). 
Obviously w > (9s - 7)z/6, z d 5, and since C(n’, k, t) < C(n, k, I) for n’ 6 n 
then it is sufficient to consider only the case n = (9s - 1)~ + w + z. Let 
ZE (0, 1, 2,419 z=2j+z, z=O, 1. Let &= 1 if z=O, otherwise E=O. In the 
above constructions we set IA;l=u+l, r,<2z-j, lAfl=v, p>2z-j, 
i = l,..., s. According to (4) this gives 
C((9s-l)v+w+z, (9s-7)u+w, 2s-1)<3s+l, 
where ZE (0, 1,2,4}, w>((9s-7)z+~(3s-5)-~)/6. Let z~(3,5}, 
z=2j+l. Set IA;l=u+l, rd2z-j, IAf’l=u, p>2z-j, i=l,..., s-l, 
IA<l=v+l,f<2z-j-1, lAf(=u,g>2z-j-l.Thisgives 
C((9s-l)v+w+z, (9s~7)u+w, 2s-1)<3s+l, 
where ZE {3, 5}, w>((9s-7)z+3s-5)/6, due to (4). 
(B) Let Q be the disjoint union of the sets Af ,..., A:, i= l,..., s - 1, 
Af ,..., A,9 (A{#@, A<nAf=@,) and 
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B;=Q\(A;uAfuA;uA;), i = l,..., s - 1, 
B;’ = Q\(Aj u A; u A; u A;), i = l,..., s - 1, 
B;“=Q\(A~uA+.JA;uA~‘), i = l,..., s - 1, 
B, = fi\(A,’ u A,2 u A,3 u A;), 
B, = Q\(A,’ u A; u A; u A;), 
B, = &?\(A; u A; u A; u AZ), 
B, = Q\(A; u A; u A; u A:), 
B,=Q\(A~uA;uA,7uA~). 
As in the previous case the sets Bi, Br, By, B,, i< s- 1, j< 5, cover all 2s- 
tuples of Q. We write k = (6s - 1)~ + w, where v, w are nonnegative 
integers, w 6 6s - 2. Since n/k < (s + 3)/(6s - 1) then n 6 (6s + 3)v + w + z 
where z = [4w/(6s - l)]. Thus w 2 (6s - l)z/4, z < 3. It is clearly sufficient 
to consider only the case n = (6s + 3)v + w + z. If z = 0 set 1 A{1 = v, id s, 
j<9. If z=2j+r, z>O, z=O, 1 set IA:1 =v+l, r62z-j, iA;\ =u, 
p>2z-j, i6s- 1, IA9 =v+ l,f<2z+ 1, IA;\ =v, g>2z+ 1. 
(y) Let Q be the disjoint union of s- 1 three element sets 
Si= {a,, /Ii, y,}, i<s- 1, and one four element set M= (a,, u2, a3, Q}. 
Let B;=Q\{ai, /3,}, B:‘=52\(~(;, y,}, B:“=Q\{/3;, y,}, ibs- 1, MPy= 
Q\{a,,a,}, 1 <p<q<4. The sets B;, B(‘, By, M,, form a (3s+l, 
3s - 1,2s)-covering F with I FI = 3s + 3. We write k = (3s - 1)~ + w, where 
O<w<3s--2. Therefore nf(3s+l)v+w+l, and if w<(3s-1)/2 then 
n < (3s + 1)~ + w. It follows from (4) and the above construction that 
C( (3s + 1 )v + w, (3s - 1 )V + w, 2s) Q 3s + 3, w 2 0. 
Replacing each q, fi,, a,, a2, a3 by a set of v + 1 elements and each yi and 
a4 by a set of u elements (u 3 0) we obtain 
C((3s+l)v+w+l, (3s-l)u+w, 2s)<33s+3, w z 2s. 
Finally let Q be the disjoint union of the sets A,‘, Af , Af’, A, B, C, D, E, 
F, G, l<i<s-1. Let Bi=Q\(AfuAf), B{‘=Q\(A!uA!), By= 
O\(A;uA;), B,=Q\(AuBuEuG), B,=SZ\(AuCuFuG), B,= 
Q\(AuDuEuF), B,=SZ\(BuCuE), B,=Q\(BuDuF), Bg= 
n\(CuDuG).SetIAfI=IA?I=u+l,lA~l=v,ids-l,IAl=v-l(v>O), 
\B( = ICI = IDI =u, (El = IFI = (Cl = 1. It is easily verified that this con- 
struction gives a (( 3s + 1 )u + 2.7, (3s - 1 )u + 2s - 1, 2s)-covering. Thus 
C((3s + 1)v + w + 1, (3s - 1 )u + w, 2s) < 3s + 3, w 2 2s - 1 which completes 
the proof. B 
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The range of optimality of the constructions offered is given by 
Theorems 1, 2, and 
THEOREM 4. Let n > k 3 2s > 2, v, w, z be nonnegative integers. 
(A) Suppose that either 
(Ai) n/k > (9s - 1)/(9~ - 7), or 
(Aii) (n,k)=((9s-l)v+w+z, (9s-~)v+w), where z~{1,3,5}, 
and(9s-7)~/6<~<((9s-7)~+3s-5)/6. 
Then C(n,k,2s-1)>3s+l. 
(B) Suppose that either 
(Bi) n/k>(6s+3)/(6s-l), or 
(Bii) (n, k)=((6s+3)~+w+z, (6~- l)v+ w), where ZE (1, 3}, and 
(6s-1)z/4~w~((6s-l)z+2s-3)/4. 
Then C(n, k, 2s) > 3s + 2. 
(C) Suppose that either 
(Ci) n/k>(3s+ 1)/(3~- i), or 
(C,,) (n,k)=((3s+l)v+w+l, (3s-l)u+w), where (3s-1)/2d 
w<2s-2. 
Then C(n, k, 2s) > 3s + 3. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. It follows 
from Theorems 3 and 4 that I-,,+ 1,2s-, = (9s - 1)/(9s - 7), TXs + 2,2s = 
(6s + 3)/(6s - 11, r3s + 3.2s = (3s + 1 )/( 3s - 1). The cases (B) and (C) for s = 1 
were first treated in [2] (see also [ 1 I). Combining Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 
one obtains a complete description of those n and k for which 
C(n, k, t) = WI, where m 6 (3t + 2)/2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Suppose that the theorem is false. Consider a set Sz of n elements, and an 
(n, k, t)-covering F= (B, ,,.., B,}. It is clear that in case (A) t = 2s- 1, 
o=3s+l; in case (B) t=2s, w=3s+2; and in case (C) t=2s, w=3s+3. 
If s = 1 then (A) is trivial; (B) and (C) also hold [2, 11. Thus we can 
assume that s> 1. For any c( ESZ let S(U) denote the set of all /~EQ that are 
contained in exactly the same blocks Bi as CI (a E S(M)). Let Q(i) = {u E Q: 
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F(E) = i}. Obviously if i< C(n - 1, k - 1, t - 1) then Q(i) = QI due to (2). 
Suppose that A c Q, G z F, G = { Bi ,,..., B,,}. We define A as “broken” in G 
if A c U;= i B,, A & n;=, B,. We also define A as “really broken” in G if 
AGBBi,, AnBh#@,j=l ,..., s, AGUJ=,B~. 
LEMMA 1. C(n- 1, k- 1, t- l)>o-3. 
Proof. Conversely, let C(n - 1, k - 1, t - 1) 6 cc) - 4. Since o - 4 < 
3( t - 1) we can apply Theorem 1 according to which 
(n-l)/(k-1)<(3(t-1)+3-(o-4))/(3(t-l)+l-(w-4)) (5) 
(n-l,k-1)#((3t+4-w).f+g+l, (3t+2-w)f+g), (6) 
where f, g are integers, g6 t - 2. If (A,) holds, then (5) gives 
(9s - 1)/(9s - 7) < n/k < (n - 1 )/(k - 1) d 3s/( 3s - 2) a contradiction. 
Similarly (5) contradicts (B,) as well as (Ci). Now let (A,i) hold. Denote 
f= 3u + (z- 1)/2, g= u’- 1 -u- (z- 1)(3s- 2)/2 (note that f, g are 
integers, and g>O due to (5)) This gives n- 1 =3sf+g+ 1, k- 1 = 
(3s-2)f+g, and g32s-2 due to (6). Thus ((9~-7)~+3~-5)/6awa 
(z- 1)(3s- 2)/2 + u + 1 + 2.7~ 2, a contradiction. If (B,,) holds we get a 
contradiction by denoting f= 2u + (z - 1)/2, g = u’ - 1 - u - (z - 1) 3s/2. If 
(C,i) holds then (n-1, k-1)=((3s+l)~+(w-l)+l, (3~-l)~+ 
(VV - 1)) where M: - 1 d 2s - 3, which contradicts (6). m 
It follows from Lemma 1 that F(r) > o - 3 for every x E Q. Therefore if 
b , ,..., LY,,~ z Q then F(a, ,..., a,,) 2 o - 3h. Further on, we follow the line of 
proof of Theorem 1 (cf. [ 1, Theorem 2.31): select the maximal number of 
elements a, ,..., up such that F( ~1, ..., Q) = o - 3p, and if F(cr; ,..., ~1;) = o - 3p 
then 
Let oli$ Uj=, B,+jp3i, i= l,..., p, s=uf=l S(cr,), p=ISI, Q’=sz\S, 
B:=B,\S, F’={B; ,..., BL_,,j. Obviously F’ is an (n-p, k-p, t-p)- 
covering, and for every /I E O’, F’(B) >, o - 3p - 2. Hence if {p, ,..., /3,} E Q’ 
then F(b, ,..., j,,) 3 w - 3p - 2h. For any p E Sz’ let S’(p) denote the set of 
all y E Sz’ that are contained in exactly the same blocks B: E F’ as j3 
(fl E S’(b).) Now select the maximal number of elements p, ,..., /I, of Q’ such 
that F(b, ,..., fl,) = o - 3p - 2q, and if F(fi; ,..., a;) = o- 3p - 2q then 
,g, I s’(Pj)l d i; Is'(Pj)l. 
/=I 
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Qi= {B,-~~++---j,B,-3p+2--j}, j% Q= fi Qj, 
j=l 
R;= {B,+I-x;, Bw+~-~,Bco+3 xi>, R= fi Ri, idp, 
i= 1 
e=0-3p-2q, A= fi B(, 
i= I 
D=Q\{SuA), Bi = Q\Bi, i<o. 
Clearly BinB,=@, i<i<j<e, D=lJ~=, Bj. 
By a simple counting we obtain 
lAl=n-p-e8(n-k), 
IQ(w-3)) >(o-2)n-ok, 
(7) 
(8) 
IQ’(o-3p-2)1 >(o-3p- l)n-(w-3p)k+p. 
Define e = 0 if either (Ai), (B,), or (C,) holds; otherwise e = 1. 
(9) 
LEMMA 2. The following inequalities hold: 
lDnB,- 3p+l--2,1 + IDnB,-x,+,-z,-l <n--k--e, j<q. 
Proof: Since ~jEB,-3p+l--ZjnB,~,,+,~,j then IDnB,~,,+,~,,) 6 
n - k - 1, r = 1, 2, j 6 q, and the assertion holds if one of the sets 
DnB,-,,+.-zj, r = 1,2 is empty. Thus we can suppose that these sets are 
nonempty. Let y, E D n B, ~ 3p + r ~ zj, yr E Bj, where j, < 8, r = 1, 2. If j, #j, 
then 
fh...,~,-,, fl,+,,..., p,, yll Yd=e-2, 
contradicting the maximality of q. Therefore j, = j,, and Y(r,) = D n 
r = 1, 2. Let lS’(y,) > lS’(y,)l. Our choice of /?.gives IF( 2 
l%~:~l~an~since ~(Pj)u~(y,)~B,_~p+,_Zj, r= 1, 2 thdn 
IS’(YlN + Is’(h)1 Q2 IS’(Y1)l 
< IS’(Pj)l + IS’(yl)l <n-k. 
This proves the assertion in the (A,), (B,), and (Ci) cases as well as in (Aii), 
(B,), and (Cii) since in the last three cases n-k is an odd number. 1 
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It follows from ( 1) that 8 = F(cc, ,..., up, /I1 ,..., p,) 2 t -p - q + 1, and then 
2p+q<w-t-1. (10) 
Denoting ci=n-k-e- (DnB,-,,+, zil - IDnB,,-,,+,-,,I, A,= 
{MEA: Q(ct)=2q-l}, A,={uEA: Q(cz)=2q}, A3=A1uA2, A,=A\A,, 
Av=(UEAI: REB,~~,,+, .z,UB ~uP3p+Z-zj}, and applying Lemma 2 we 
obtain 
l!S’(o-3p-2)1 <IA( +q(n-k-e)- iA31 - 2 ci. 
,=l 
(11) 
Now we shall prove that the equality holds in (10). It follows from (7), 
(9) and (11) that 
(20 - 2)n - 2wk- 3(2p + q)(n - k) + 2p + eq < 0. (12) 
Let either (Ai), (Bi), or (C,) hold. If 2p + q <w- t - 2 then (12) gives 
n/k < (3t + 6 - o)/(3t + 4 -w), which is a contradiction. If either (A,,), 
(Bi, 1, or (Ci) holds (12) gives (e=l, pap) (2m--2)(n-k)- 
(2p + q)(3(n - k) - 1) < 2k, and using the restrictions of w a contradiction is 
obtained. Thus 
2p+q=w-t-l. (13) 
Since k IF\ = ClsD F(a) then Lemma 1 gives p > 0 if either (A,), (Bi), or 
(Ci) holds (cf. Corollary 3.1.) Combining (7), (9) (ll), (13), and this note 
we obtain 
(A,1 + i &,<(3t+3-w)k-(3t+l -o)n-2p-eq 
j= I 
<n-k-2. (14) 
The second inequality in (14) can be used to show that for every Qi there 
exists at least one B,, j< 0, which is “broken” in it. Suppose that for Q, 
there exists no such Bj, i.e., Dc B,-,,_, n Bupjp. Therefore 
)DnB,-,,_,I + lDnB,-,,I =O, and consequently cl=n-k-e, which 
contradicts (14). We shall go beyond this proof: 
LEMMA 3. For every Qi, i < q, there exists exactly one fj,, ji d 8, which is 
“really broken” in it. Moreover if 1 < f # g < q then B, # Bj,. 
Proof: Conversely, let B, be “broken” in Q, , and B, c B,- 3D _ 1. Now 
DnB,-,,_,=a since if bEDnEW-,,_,, cEi?,nB,-,, then beB,, 
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1 <j < 8, and F(b, c, /I2 ,..., 8,) = 6’ - 2, a contradiction. Thus B,- +, c A, 
and then s1 2 IS( -e. Let A’=B,_,,_,\(s’(P,)uA,). Therefore if 
c1 EA’ then Q(U) = 2q- 2, and without loss of generality we can suppose 
that cc~B,~~~-~ (since a#S(fl,) then a&B,-,,). Suppose that 
DnB,-,,-,#a. Hence DnBup+,cB, (if bEB,nB,-3p, c~(Dn 
B,-,_,)\B, then F(b,c,/?,,...,fl,)=e-2.) Thus Dn(U:=oB,-,-i) 
E B,, and therefore a1 + Ed 2 n - k - 2e, which contradicts (14). Hence 
Dn Bw--3P--3 = a, showing that a2 > IS’(U)/ (CI E A’). This yields IA’] < 
E2 + . . . + E, (the existence of a point /I E A’ n B, ~ 3P _ 3 is impossible since in 
this case D n B,- 3P- 2 = 0, and then e2 > n - k - e.) Therefore 
IA,1 + 2 Ej2 IAll + IS’(P,)I -e+ IA’1 
j= 1 
3 IB,_3p-il -e=n-k-e, 
contradicting (14). Thus B, is “really broken” in Ql. If B2 is also “really 
broken” in Q, then selecting b, E B, n B0--3p, b2 E B,n B,-3p-, we get 
F(b, , b,, &,..., p,) = 8 - 2, which contradicts the maximality of q. Thus it is 
proved that in every Qi there is exactly one “really broken” Bj, j< 8. Now 
suppose that B, is “really broken” in Q, as well as in Q2. This gives 
E, + c2 2 n - k - 2e, a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. sZ(o - 3) # 0; i.e., p > 0. 
ProoJ: Lemma 3 gives 6 > q, and then p = 0 contradicts (13). 1 
In our further considerations we shall assume that Bi is “really broken” 
in Qi, i<q. 
LEMMA 4. Ad= lJysI S’(fi,) 
ProoJ Suppose on the contrary, and let M E A, n B,_ 3p n B,- + 2. 
AccordingtoLemma3wecanselectb,EB,nB,_,,~,,b,EB,nB,_,,_, 
(note that B, is “really broken” in Q,, and B2 is “really broken” in Q,). 
Now (b, , b2, a, 83 ,...> p,) gives a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let F be an (n-x, k-x, t-y)-covering, IFJ =z<<(t-y), 
y c t. Then 
x< {(3(t-y)+3-z)k-(3(t-y)+ 1 -s)n}/2. 
Moreover if n - k is odd then 
(15) 
xG((3(t-y)+3-z)k-(3(t-y)+l-z)n+t-y+1--})/2. (16) 
582a/3911-7 
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Proof: Since r d 3(t-y) then Theorem 1 gives (n - x)/(k- x) < 
(3(t-y)+3-r)/(3(t-y)+ 1 --t), and (n-x, k-x)#((3(t-y)+ 
3-t)f+g+1,(3(t-y)+1-z)f+g),whereg~~---l1.Thefirstofthese 
conditions gives (15). Let n-k be odd, andf=(n-k-1)/2, g=k-x- 
(3(t-y)+ 1 -r)(n-k- 1)/2. This yields (n-x, k-x)=((3(t-,v)+ 
3-t)f+g+ 1, (3(t-y)+ 1 -z),f+g), and then gbt-y (Theorem l), 
which gives (16). i 
It is clear that the blocks 
B:‘= B,\(SuA,u,S’(p,,)u ... us’@,,) 
u ‘4 11, u ” . u A ,j,), i<w-3p, 
B;$ fi Qj,, O<x<q 
r-l 
form an (n-p- IA,1 -G(X), k-p- IA,1 -(T(X), t-p-x)-covering F”, 
where c.(x) = CJ= I ( Is'(8j,)l + IA lf,l). Since IF”I=w-3p-2~< 
3(t-p-x) (note that ifs> 1 then t>p+q due to (13) and Corollary 3.1) 
we can apply Lemma 5 according to which if either (Ai), (B,), or (C,) holds 
then 
p+IA,(+o(x)6{(3t+3-o-x)k-(3t+l-o-x)?2}/2. (17) 
In the remaining three cases n -k is odd. Thus if (A,,) holds then 
p+lAzl+o(x)6(2+3.~)(611+;-1)/6+p+x-1, (18) 
if (B,i) holds then 
p+lA,l+a(x)6(1+2~)(42:+z-1)/4+p+x-1, 
and if (C,,) holds then 
p+(A,I +a(x)<(l +x)u+p+x-2. 
(19) 
(20) 
LEMMA 6. Let either (A,,), (B,,), or (Ci,) hold. Then n -k 2 5. 
Proof Suppose that n-k < 5. Let either (Aii) or (Bi,) hold. Then u = 0, 
z=l,3. If u=O, z=l we get a (w + 1, w, t)-covering F, and obviously 
w 3 t, a contradiction. If u = 0, z = 3 then F is a (w + 3, w, t)-covering, 
IFI =o. Since wd3t then Theorem 1 gives (w+3, w)#((3t+3-w)f+ 
g+l, (3t+l-o)f‘+g) where g<t--1. Detinef=l, g=o+w-I-33t. 
Thus (w+3,~)=((3t+3-o)f+g+l, (3t+l-o)f+g), and therefore 
g > t. This yields w > 4t + 1 - w, which is a contradiction. Now let (Ci) 
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hold. Then v = 0, 1. The case v = 0 yields w 2 2s. If v = 1 then F is a 
(3s+(w+l)+l, 3s-2+(w+1),2s)-covering, JFI=(3s+3)63.2s, and 
Theorem 1 gives w + 1 > 2s, a contradiction. 1 
Using (17)-(20), the first inequality in (14), and Lemma 6 it is easy to 
prove the following inequalities (6 = max IS(cr,)l, i<p, obviously 
66p-p+l): 
n-k>26+2 iA21 +2e, (21) 
n-k>26+ IA31 + 5 Ej+2e, (22) 
j= 1 
n-k> IS’(bj,)l + IA,j + IA21 +d (6 9). (23) 
Moreover in the (A) and (B) cases 
n-k>36+IA,I+JA,I+ i Ed. (24) 
j= 1 
Further on we shall consider the blocks of R,, so we introduce the 
notations Yw~;=&,._inA,, &pi= (a~4,: RI(a)= 1, c~EB,~ ;}, 
D wpi=DnBO,pi, Okpi= {uED: R,(M)= 1, CIEB,,..;}, i=O, 1,2. 
LEMMA 7. If D:,, _ i # @, D,- i # 0 then there exists an integer j, 6 8 
such that 0: i u D, _ i z Bj,,. 
Proof: Let h, E D:,n Bi,, bzE D(,,nB,,, j, <j2<19. Then F(b,, b,, 
a, ,..., cl,,, /3 ,,..., B,) = 8- 2 = t-p-q- 1 but from (1) F(b,, b,, !x2 ,..., a,,, 
/I, ,,.., /I,) 3 t-p -4, a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 7.1. If D:,,-;#@, D:,mj#O, O<i<j<2 then D:,,+,u 
D:,_iuD,,~,uD,,~icBi, for some j060. [f Dh,+,#@, i=O, I,2 then 
lJy= o D,, . i E BJ,, for some j0 < 8. 
LEMMA 8. Let Y,, ~; be nonempty. Then 
(1) K-,=0, 
(2) there exists an integer f 6 8 such that 
D~u--,+,)uD,,~-,,+2)cBf (i+ 1, i+ 2 are residua modulo 3,) 
(3) there exists an integer h <q such that 
(i + 1, i + 2 are residua modulo 3 ). 
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Proof: We assume that Y,,, n S’(jI, ) # @. 
(I ) If y E Y,,, h E 0: then F(b, y, c(* ,..., clP) = o - 3p - 3, contradicting 
the maximality of p. 
(2) Letb,ED,_,nBi,,bZEDr,,-2nBi,, ldi,<i,d6,yEY ,,,. Then 
F(b,, b2, Y, uz,..., a,, 82,.-3 pq)=&2=t-p-q-l, whichcontradicts (1). 
Thus if our assertion does not hold we can suppose that D,,- , = a, and 
therefore Y,,-,#Qr (if Y+,=@ then from B,- ,, n--k<jA3j +jS(cc,)l, 
which contradicts (22)). Since Y,,, n S’(j3,) # 0 then Y,u Y,- , E S’(p,) (if 
yI E Y,,nS’(P,), Y~E Y,,nS’W2) then fly,, y2, a2,..., q,)=~- 3p- 3). 
Thus I Y,, ~, I d I S(cc, )I according to the choice of a,, and from B,,, , , 
n-k<2 IS(cc,)l + lAXI, contradicting (22). 
(3) If at least two of the Y,_,, i= 0, 1, 2 are nonempty then 
Uf=, Y,._,c_S’(b,) (see the proof of (2)). Thus in order to prove the first 
part of our assertion we can suppose that Y,_ , = Y,,- 2 = 0, y, E Y, n 
S(p,), i= 1, 2. If aE 2, then either (a, y,, c(~ ,..., clP) or (a, y2, CI~ ,..., aP) would 
give a contradiction. Hence A,,, = 0. Moreover D:,, = 0, due to (1 ), and 
D w-l #0, Do,-*#RI, ID, ~,I +ID,,~m21<n-k due to (2). If A,n 
(B,-,uB,~,)=@ then 8,,_,, B,.-z give 2(n-k)d2 IS(cr,)J +2 iA21 + 
n - k, which contradicts (21). Thus without loss of generality we can sup- 
pose that there exists u,EA,~B,+,~B,+,,. If Do+luD,_2 s?E B, then 
selecting b, E B, n B,-+ ,, b, E D,_, we obtain F(a,, b,, b,, yz, ~1~ ,..., ap, 
,b3 ,..., p,) = t -p - q - 1, a contradiction. Hence D, _, u D,_ 2 E B, Sup- 
pose that b E D,- , n (B,,- 3P u B,- + ,). Then F(b, y2, a2 ,..., ap) = o - 
3p - 3, contradicting the maximality of p. Thus ID, ~, 1 d Ed + e, and from 
i3 w-1, y1- k < IS( + E, +e + (A,I, which contradicts (22) and proves 
the first part of our assertion. 
Now suppose that lJf=,Y,,-,zs(/?,) (Y,#@). Let a,E(A,n 
Bo-,)\A,,, a,EB,,_jp_2. If Dop2@E2, then selecting b,EDcflp2, YE Y,, 
b2EB,_3pP3weobtainF(a,,b,,b2,y,a2 ,..., a,,b3 ,..., b,)=t-p-q-1,a 
contradiction. Thus D,, ~ z c B2 and D, _ 2 n (B, ~. 3p _ 2 u B,, ~ 3p ~ 3) = 0 (if 
bED,-2nB,-3,-2, y E Y,, E S’(fi,) then F(y, b, a2 ,..., up) = o - 3p - 3). 
Therefore (Dwp2( 6sz+e. Since Y,P,~,S(p,) then IY,_,l < (S(a,)l, and 
from Bwe2, n-k<2 IS( + (A,1 +c2+e, which contradicts (22). 1 
COROLLARY 8.1. / Y,-J < JS(a,)l, i=O, 1, 2. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Bin D # 0, i d 0. 
Proof For ib w - 3p this follows from Lemma 3. Let D, = 0. 
Corollary 8.1 gives IY,l < IS(a and from i?,, n-k<2 IS( + IA31, 
contradicting (22). m 
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LEMMA 9. (1) At least one of the Y, _ i is empty. Moreover if either 
(Ai) (A,i), (Bi), or (Bii) holds then 
(2) 2,-i=@, i=O, 1,2, 
(3) Yo-i=O, i=O, 1,2. 
Proof (1) Let Y,_j#@, i=O, 1, 2, lJf=, Y,-i~S’(/?,). Applying 
Lemma8 we get from Bo--3PPj, B, ..,, j=O, 1, i=O, 1,2, that 5(n-k)< 
2(n-k)+3 IS(cr,)l +3 IS’(fl,)l $3 (A,,1 +2 [A,[, which contradicts (23). 
(2) Let aEA”,nB,-,,. If ~,ED,\B,, b,EB1nB,-,,-,, then (a, 
b,, b2, ~2,..., a,, p2,..., p,) gives a contradiction. Hence D, c B,. If 
bED,nB,-,,-, then (a, b,a2 ,..., clP) contradicts the maximality of p. 
Therefore DnB,_,,_, =@, and ID,1 6 IS( +sl+e. Now from B,, 
n-k<3 Is( +~~+e+(A,\(a}l due to Corollary 8.1, but this con- 
tradicts (24). 
(3) Let Y,-,#0, Y,-,#@, Y,=Qr. From Lemma8 D,u 
D ,-1uD,-2CBj,,for somej,,<@ Therefore ID:/ 6 lS(cr,)l, and we get a 
contradiction from B, ~ i, i = 0, 1, 2 ( I Y, ~ il < I S( CI i ) I due to Corollary 8.1). 
Finally let Y, # 0, Y,- i = Y, ~ 2 = 0. Using (2), Lemma 8, and 
counting the points in B,- , , B,_ 2 we obtain 2(n-k)<n-k+ JA,I + 
iA21 + 2 IS(cr,)l which contradicts (24). 1 
According to Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 we can assume that Y,, = 0, 
Y ~PIuY,_,~S’(P1). We shall say that R, is of the Z,type,j=O, 1,2, if 
exactly j of the Y,, _ i, i = 1, 2 are nonempty. 
LEMMA 10. Let R, be either of the I1 type or of the I2 type. Then the 
complements of the blocks of Q, and R, give 
5(n-k)62(n-k)+4 IS( +3 IS’(P,)l+3 IAIII +2 IAd. (25) 
Proof: First suppose that R, is of the Z2 type. It follows from Lemma 8 
that u:=, D,oPiEB,for somej,<Q, D:,~,=D:~2=@, lD:,l<lS(~,)l, 
and A,n(lJ~=,~,,-i)~A1l. Counting the elements in B,-,, i = 0, 1, 2, 
B,PjP-j, j=O, 1, we obtain (25). Now let R, be of the I, type, Y,-, = 
Y,=@. Lemma 8 gives A,~(B,uB,~,)EA~,, ID,,,] +ID,,-,I <n-k. If 
,?,-Z=@ then from B, ,,-,, B,,, B,,_jP, and Bw--3PPl, 4(n-k)d 
2(n-k)f2 IS( +2 IS’(p,)I +2 IAl, +2 IA21 which contradicts (23). 
Thus A”,-* #a. Now we shall prove that A,n(lJf=oB,,_,)~A,,. Con- 
versely, let a,EA,nB,_,nB,_,,~,, a2EA”,_znB,p,,, b,EB,n 
RAP-13 b2EB2n&,,-,,-,. Then f’(a,, a2, b,, b,, u2,..., up, B3,..LI B4)= 
t-p-q - 1 which contradicts (1). It is easy to prove that if A,_, n 
B,-,,#@ then D,~z~B,n(B,_,,u(B,~,,nB,_,,~,)). Hence 
ID,-2l d IS( +cl +e, and consequently lDo-2l + IB, nB,-,,I + 
IB1nB,-jp~,I <n-k+ IS(ct,)l, which gives (25). 1 
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LEMMA 11. Let R, be of the Z, type. 
(1) A”,-,=@, i=O, 1,2. 
(2) ZfD’, -,#a, i=O, 1,2, then A,nB,,p,=@, i=O, 1,2, and 
(3) Zf one of the D:,- i is empty then at least two of them are empty. 
(4) Let at least one of the D:,Pi be empty and let Do,+,, D,-, be 
arbitrarily any two D, _ i, i = 0, 1, 2. Then there exists no integer j, < 8 such 
that D w-/uD,mR~Ba,. 
(5) There exists integers j, < j, < 8 such that 
D,,-,uD,, , v D,,] c B, u &, . 
Proof: (1) If a E A”, n B,,+ 3,, then it is easy to see that (cf. the proof of 
Lemma9(2))D,,cB,n(B,~,,u(B,,~,,nB,~,,~,)).ThisyieldsID,I~ 
IS(cr,)(+~,+e,andfrom~,,n-k62~S(cc,)l+IA,l+~~+e,contradicting 
(22). 
(2) If a,eAlnB,,nB,,-,, then uf=, D,, I G B, due to Corollary 
7.1. This gives ID,1 + ID,-,I + ID,.-,I <n-k++,+e, and from B,,Pi, 
i=O, 1,2 (Al,-,= 01, 3(n-k)<n-k+c,+e+3 IS(cc,)l+ iA31 + IA21, 
which contradicts (22). Hence A, n B, ; = 0, and then Cf=, IB,,, ~ ;I 6 
2(n -k) + 3 IS(cc,)l + 2 IAzl. 
(3) Let Oh=@, D:,,-,#@, Dl,Pz#O. Clearly D:,P,uD:,m,u 
D,,~,uD,~,cB,,forsomej,d8duetoCorollary7.1.Ifa,EA,nB,,~,n 
it* ~ 3p then B,, = B, and from i?,_ i, i = 1, 2, B,,_ 3P mj, j = 0, 1 (a,, = 0, 
A,n(B,-,uBcOp,)EA,, since B, = I?, ), 4(n-k)d2(n-k)+ 
2 IS’(p,)I + 2 lAlll + 2 /A11 + 2 IS( which contradicts (23). Therefore 
A,n(B,p,uB,-,)=$3, and from B,--i, Bo-2, 2(n-k)<2 IS(cc,)l+ 
n-k + 2 (A,(, contradicting (21). 
(4) Let D, _ I u D, _ 2 E B,, for some j, < 8. Then 0: = fzr since in the 
opposite case D, c Bj,, (Lemma 7), and from B,- i, i = 0, 1,2 (DL-; = 0, 
i=l,2, due to (3), AWei=@ due to (1), lDbl<lS(cr,)l), 3(n-k)< 
4 IS(cl,)l + n -k + (A,1 + IAzI, a contradiction. Counting the elements in 
Duel, Bop2we get A,n(B,p,uB,p,)#@ due to (21). Let a,eA,n 
B,-,nBwp,,. If D, & B,,u B, then Bj, = B, (if Bj,, # B, then selecting 
b, E D, _ i, b, E D,,,\(B, u B, ), b3 E B, n B, ~ 3P _ , we get a contradiction 
from (aI, bl, b2, b3, ~2,...,q,, P2,...,By)) and lD,-1l d IS( +~~+e 
(D,p,nB,p,,-,=@). This gives IB,_,~~~IS(~,)~+E~+~+~A~I con- 
tradicting (22). Therefore D, c Bj,, u B,, D,\BjO # 0, and this yields A I n 
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(B,-,uB,-,)cA,,. From B,-,, Bw-+,, B,_,,B,Pz we get 
4(n -k) 62(n -k) + 2 Is’(/?,)/ + 2 iA21 + 2 (S(cc,)l which contradicts (23). 
(5) Without loss of generality we can suppose that one of the 0: _ i is 
nonemepty at the most (if all of them are nonempty then Uf=,, D,_ i E BjO 
due to Corollary 7.1). If there exist no integers j, <j, < 0 such that 
U;Z=, D,_; c Bj, u B,, then (due to (4)) we can find three points bi E D, i, 
i=O,1,2, b,eB,, j,#j,#j,#j,, ji<O. Obviously (h,, b,, h,, a2 ,..., c(~, 
/I, ,..., p,) gives a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 12. Let both R,, R2 be of the Z, type. Then 
Proof: If DLpi # 0, i = 0, 1, 2 the assertion follows from Lemma 11. 
Therefore we can suppose that not more than one of the 0: _ i is nonempty, 
i=o, 1, 2. Let cz~A~nB,_,nB,_,,. Then lJf=ODw-i~~lu~,,, 
1 <jr ,<8, since if UF=, D,~i~~j,u~j, (Lemma 11 (5)) 1 <j,<j, <8, 
then either D,u D,-, E B,,,, 
Bj,fO, 
or D,uD,-,&DA (if (D,uD,-,)n 
i=o, 1, then selecting 6, EDconBjo, b2ED,-lnBj,, 
b, E B, n B,,_+, we get 0 - 3 = F(a, b,, bZ, b,, aa ,..., ap, p2 ,..., /?,) 2 t - 
p - q - 1 = 8 - 2) which contradicts Lemma 11 (4). Now suppose that 
Therefore U!=oDo~i~B1u& (obviously D,-j=DnB,_i, j=3,4,5,) 
and from Q,, Q2, RI, R2 we get lO(n-k)<4(n-k)+4(IS(a,)l+ 
~~(~~)~)+2(I~(B,)l + lAIIl)+2 IA,1 + lAxI +2(lS(p,)I + IA,,/) which is a 
contradiction due to (23) and (22). Thus without loss of generality we can 
suppose that 
and from B, ~ 3P _ j, B, ~ i, j = 0, 1, i = 0 ,..., 5, we have 8(n - k) < 4(n - k) + 
4(IS(a,)l + IS(a,)l)+ Z(lS’(p,)( + (A,,\ + \A,()+ (A3(, which is a contradic- 
tion due to (14) and (23) (note that IS( + IS( <p-p+2). 1 
It follows from Lemma 11 that if RI is of the 1, type then 
i$o IBcf-il GW- k) + 4 IS( + lAxI + IAd. (26) 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that RI,..., R, are of the Z, 
type (m>O), and (U,‘=, B,+i~,)ns’(ei)#Izr,j~x; R,, ,,..., R,areeither 
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of the Z, type, or of the I, type, but (UT= i B,, I- 3,.) n 
(&=X+1 S’(/?,)) = 0, f> x. Using (25), (26), and counting the elements in 
the complements of the blocks of R and Q,, j < x, we obtain 
(3p+2x)(n-k)<4p+2p(n-k) 
+ 3 f (IW,)I + I4jO + IA21 
j=l 
which gives 
(p+2x+3t-l-w)(n-k)<2k--p--eq+3(p+a(x)+IA,l), (27) 
due to (14). Combining (17) and (27) we obtain that if (Ai) holds then 
x+2p<3; if (Bi) holds then x+2p<2. Thus p=l. In the (Ci) case 
x+2p<4. If x=0, p=2 then from R1,R2, 
6(n-k)64(n-k)+4p+lA,I+lAzl (28) 
due to Lemma 12. Now combining (17) and (14) we get a contradiction. 
Further on, if (Aii) holds then (18), (27), and Lemma 6 give x + 2p < 3 
which shows that p = 1. Similarly if (Bii) holds then (19), (27), and 
Lemma 6 give p= 1. Let (Cii) hold. Combining (27) and (20) we get 
(x+2p-5)(u-2)+p+x~O. Since ~32 (Lemma 6)then x+2p<5. As 
before (see (28)) it is shown that the case x =O, p = 2 is impossible. 
Therefore to prove the theorem it is sufficient to consider the case p = 1. 
We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1. R, is of the Z2 type. According to Lemma 9 (3) this case 
appears only if either (Ci), or (Cii) holds. Since p = 1 then q = s = 8, due to 
(13). Let Y,_,#@, Y,-,#a, Y,+,uY,-,~s’(p,). We shall prove 
that U?=ODw..i~B,. Conversely, let U~=ODwPi~Bi, (Lemma 8) jO<s. 
Since q = s then BjO is “really broken” in Qj,, and without loss of generality 
wecansupposethatj,=2.IfhE~,nB,~,,yEY,~,then~(’(b,y)=o-6, 
which gives p > 2. Therefore ID,\ 6 s2 + e, and from B, a contradiction is 
obtained. Thus U:=oDwPi~B,, and from Lemma 8 A,n 
(lJ:=, B,_i)~AI,. This gives 
,go IB,,>-il G2 IgIl +3 IS( +3 IS’(P,)I +3 lA*,l+2 lA,I, 
which contradicts (23). 1 
Case 2. RI is of the I, type. As before, we can suppose that either (Ci) 
or (Cii) holds due to Lemma 9 (3). Therefore q = s = 8. Let Y,- 2 # @, 
Y + 2 E y(p,). As in the previous case it is proved that D, u D,-, 5 B,. 
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Moreover Dw~inB,_j#0, i=O,l, j=3,4 (if DwnB,-,=O then 
ID,1 < IS( + cl + e, and from B, we get a contradiction). Let 
D,-,\B,#@. If blED,_2\BL, bzED,_,nB,-,, b3ED,nB,-, then 
lb,, b,, b3, Pz,..., /I,) gives a contradiction. Therefore D, ~ 2 c B, . Now 
j. ILil62 IgIl+ IS( +3 IS’(B1)1+3 lAlll+2 IA*l, 
which contradicts (23). 1 
Case 3. R, is of the Z, type. First we consider the parts (A) and (B) of 
Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 13. Exactly two of the D,_ i are empty. 
Proof: If D:-i#O, i=O, 1,2 then u;‘=, D,-,cB, for some j0<8. 
Therefore ID,/ + ID,-,I + ID,-.2l <2(n-k), and since d,Pi=0 
(Lemma 11, (1)) then from BwPi, 3(n-k)63 IS(a,)l+2(n-k)+ 
IA31 + [A*[, which contradicts (24). Thus not more than one of the D:,-, is 
nonempty due to Lemma 11 (3), but if all of them are empty then again 
ID,1 + ID,-,I + ID,-,1 <2(n-k) which contradicts (24). 1 
According to Lemma 11 we can suppose that D, u D,- , v D,-* G 
B,uE?,, lgj,<j,<f?. Let D:#lz/, D:~,=D:,~z=/25 (Lemma 13) and 
D:, c BjO (Lemma 7 and Corollary 8.2). Hence I D:I 6 IS(cr,)l. Further on, 
we denote Nu~i=D,~inB,,, i=O, 1, 2, Y=O, 1. Clearly ~,-,uN:~_~= 
D, _ i # 0 (Corollary 8.2) and not more than one of the N”, ~ i, and one of 
the NLei, are empty due to Lemma 11 (4) and Lemma 13. 
LEMMA 14. Zf b0 E Bi,, b, E B,, then Q(b,) = Q(b,) = 2q, i.e., j, > q, j, > q. 
Proof: First suppose that Bj, = B, (B, is “really broken” in Q,), and 
CO=B,nB,p,, C, = B, n i?o--4 (C, n C, = 0). Since 0: # 0 then 
NA = 0 (D:, c Bj,,), and consequently N”, # 0, NA ~, # 0, Nk_ 2 # 0. If 
i$pinCj=/21, i= 1, 2, j=O, 1, then INLP,l + lNk-21 <cl+e, and from 
BcDpi, i= 0, 1, 2, one obtains a contradiction. Without loss of generality we 
can suppose that Nk- z n Co # 0. Therefore Nk-, n C, = /zl (in the 
opposite case we get a contradiction by selecting 6, E Nk_ 1 n C, , 
bzENt,-z nC,, b,EIVOw), and then IN1,-,/</IS(cr,)l+~~+e. If INhP,I= 
(S(cr,)(+~,+e then Nj,_,nC,#@, and Nt,-,nC,=@. Therefore 
lNk-2l < IS( +.sl (if either (Aii) or (Bii) holds and IN;,,/ = lN~-,l = 
/S(cc,)( +E~ + 1 then DLnB,, # 0, a contradiction). Thus without loss of 
generality we can suppose that ) NZ, _ 1 1 ~5 iS( + Ed, and from i?,, B, ~ 1, 
we get 2(n -k) ,( 3 IS(cl,)l + E, + n - k + IA31 + IAzl, which contradicts 
(24). 
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Now suppose that BjO=B, and again CO=B1nB,_,, Cl=Blni?,_,. 
ClearlyP,nC,#@, i=O, 1 (ifNznC,=@ then INz\<\S(a,)(+s,+e, 
and we get a contradiction from B,). Therefore P,_ ;n Cj = $3, i = 1, 2, 
j=o, 1 (Nh-, #B, N!--2#IZj due to Lemma 11 (4)), and lN”,P1l+ 
I~,p,ldlS(~,)l +cl+e. If INO,-, + INo,-, =IS(cc,)l +q+ethen IN”,1 d 
2 IS(a and from B,, n-k < 3 JS(cr,)l + IA31, a contradiction. Thus we 
have IN”,-,1 + lP,_21 < IS(a,)l +E,, and from B,-,, Do-Z, 2(n-k)< 
n-k + 3 IS( + IA31 + IA21 + E, which contradicts (24). 1 
Now in the case (A) we have q = s - 1, 8 = s, and either BjO or Bj, is 
“really broken” in some Qj which contradicts Lemma 14. This proves (A). 
In order to prove (B) we shall show that A i n (tJ f= o B, i) = 0. Conver- 
sely, let aEA,nBB,nB,p,. Select b,eNO,-,, &EN:_, (b,~Nf,_,, 
b,ENi-,), b,e81nB,_.,. Since BjO#Bl, B,,#Bi then (a, b,, bZ, b,, 
/12,..., /I,) gives a contradiction. Thus A r n B, = 0. Similarly it is proved 
that A,nB,,,mi=O, i=l,2. Now from B, i, 3(n-k)<2(n-k)+ 
4 IS( + 2 IAzl, which is a contradiction due to (17) and (19). This proves 
(B). 
Finally consider the case (C). Here q = s = 8, and without loss of 
generality we can suppose that D~ouD,,_,uDo-Z~B,uBz. If 
Q,-I #Qr, i=O, 1, 2, then U:=, D,, , G 8,(B2) (Corollary 7.1), and from 
B,,,+j, i=o )..., 4, 
5(n-k)G2(n-k)+3 IS( +2 IS’(P,)l+ Mlll +2 I&l 
due to Lemma 11 (2), but this contradicts (23). Thus we can suppose that 
at least two of the D:,- I are empty. Let IN{“_ ,I = D,- i n Bj, i = 0 1, 2, 
j= 1, 2. We know that Niti-, v N2 w ~ ; # 0, i = 0, 1, 2 (Corollary 8.2), and 
that not more than one of the Nk- i and one of the Nip i are empty 
(Lemma 11 (4)). Let N~o.2nB,up,#@, Nj,p2nB,p,#@. If NL_,n 
B (“- 3 # 0 then NZ, = 0 (in the opposite case select b, E NZ, --x n i?, ~ 4, 
b2~N~-1n&,-j, b, E %,I, but this yields W,,nB,-,Z0, 
NZ,nB,-, #(21(ifoneofthesesetsisemptythenID,I~JS(a,)l+~,+e,a 
contradiction), and consequently NL ~, = 0, a contradiction. Therefore 
Nj,_ini?,,p,=O, i=O, 1, j=3, 4, and then lNt,_Jd~,+e, i=O, 1. This 
gives N2,pinB,,_,#(25, i=O, 1, j=5,6 (if N2,_,ni?op,=@ then 
IN~-,I d IS( +c2+e, and from BwPl, n-k62 IS( +E,+E~+ 
2e + IA31, which contradicts (22)). This yields Nk _ 2 = 0 which is 
impossible due to our assumption. Therefore at least one of the sets 
N~-,nB,-3, NL-,nB,-, is empty, and similarly at least one of the sets 
NteinB,_.,, Nfo_jnB,p, is empty. This gives INi,_jl < IS( +Ej+e, 
i = 0, 1, 2, j= 1, 2, and consequently IN’,- ;( > sj + e. Since IN”,- il # 0, 
i=O, 1, 2, j=l, 2 then ID~p,I =a, i=O,1,2. Without loss of generality 
we can suppose that (Uf=,Nf,._i)nB,_,=(U:=,NE_i)nB,_,=O (if 
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b&V~p&,-,, bENLnB,-,, b3EN5-2 then lb,, b,, b,, h,...,BJ 
gives a contradiction). Now from B,- 3, B,- 5, i?,_ i, i = 0, 1, 2, we get 
vn-k) G 2@-k) + 3 IS( + InPI) + IS’WI + MIII + IAnI 
+ IA31 + IAzl. Applying (23) and (22) we get a contradiction, and this 
completes the proof. 
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